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to	"Single	
Ladies"

bridesmaids	
changing	
into	flip-
flops



Bingo	Card	ID	023

Straight Wedding

bugs	in	bride's	
tulle	while	the	
family	takes	
the	group	shot

updo	with	
rhinestones burlap

"ball	
and	
chain"

1	
corinthians	

13

rearranging	
someone's	

silicone	cutlet	
boob	lifts	
inside	their	
bra	for	them

flameless	
candles

someone's	
shoe	

breaking

grumpy	
drunk	
grandma

fun	
drunk	
grandma

older	
person	
asking	if	
you	have	a	
boyfriend

bridesmaids	
changing	
into	flip-
flops

giant	letters	
spelling	out	
the	word	
LOVE

minute	4	of	
the	father-
daughter	
dance

centerpieces	
with	wood	
elements

someone	
getting	cut	
off	at	the	
open	bar

Bingo	Card	ID	024

Straight Wedding

blessing mason	
jar

fun	
drunk	
grandma

"most	
important	
day	of	my	
life"

the	second	
wife	that	
everyone	

hates	is	cooler	
than	the	rest	
of	the	family

someone	
drunkenly	
confessing	
bisexuality	
to	you

drunk	
aunt

rearranging	
someone's	

silicone	cutlet	
boob	lifts	
inside	their	
bra	for	them

telling	people	
you’ll	see	them	
at	the	brunch	
tomorrow	to	
avoid	saying	
goodbye

dry	
chicken burlap

someone	
says	a	baby	
is	flirting	
with	them

minute	4	of	
the	father-
daughter	
dance

chalkboard
passive	
aggressive	
bridesmaid	
group	chat

cis	het	man	
thinks	you're	
het	and/or	

single	because	
you're	alone



Bingo	Card	ID	025

Straight Wedding

women	
dancing	
to	"Single	
Ladies"

fun	
drunk	
grandma

someone	
says	a	baby	
is	flirting	
with	them

cis	het	man	
thinks	you're	
het	and/or	

single	because	
you're	alone

updo	with	
rhinestones

rearranging	
someone's	

silicone	cutlet	
boob	lifts	
inside	their	
bra	for	them

minute	4	of	
the	father-
daughter	
dance

The	
Casper	

Slide	Pt	2

someone	
sitting	on	
the	floor	in	
the	women's	
bathroom

1	
corinthians	

13

bridesmaids	
changing	
into	flip-
flops

someone	
crying	in	
the	

women's	
bathroom

centerpieces	
with	wood	
elements

the	second	
wife	that	
everyone	

hates	is	cooler	
than	the	rest	
of	the	family

"ball	
and	
chain"

bugs	in	bride's	
tulle	while	the	
family	takes	
the	group	shot

Bingo	Card	ID	026

Straight Wedding

"ball	
and	
chain"

bride	
overwhelmed	

by	
complicated	
pinterest	
project

someone	
needing	a	
tampon

bugs	in	bride's	
tulle	while	the	
family	takes	
the	group	shot

women	
dancing	
to	"Single	
Ladies"

giant	letters	
spelling	out	
the	word	
LOVE

blessing "big	
day"

older	
person	
asking	if	
you	have	a	
boyfriend

centerpieces	
with	wood	
elements

someone	
sitting	on	
the	floor	in	
the	women's	
bathroom

someone	
says	a	baby	
is	flirting	
with	them

grumpy	
drunk	
grandma

burlap
passive-
aggressive	
guest	book	
signature

The	
Casper	

Slide	Pt	2



Bingo	Card	ID	027

Straight Wedding

chalkboard

bride	
overwhelmed	

by	
complicated	
pinterest	
project

older	
person	
asking	if	
you	have	a	
boyfriend

updo	with	
rhinestones

someone	
drunkenly	
confessing	
bisexuality	
to	you

rearranging	
someone's	

silicone	cutlet	
boob	lifts	
inside	their	
bra	for	them

minute	4	of	
the	father-
daughter	
dance

cis	het	man	
thinks	you're	
het	and/or	

single	because	
you're	alone

someone	
crying	in	
the	

women's	
bathroom

"ball	
and	
chain"

passive	
aggressive	
bridesmaid	
group	chat

"big	
day"

grumpy	
drunk	
grandma

ribbons mason	
jar

The	
Casper	

Slide	Pt	2

Bingo	Card	ID	028

Straight Wedding

older	
person	
asking	if	
you	have	a	
boyfriend

burlap
garter	is	

removed	by	
the	groom's	
teeth	:(

flameless	
candles

someone's	
shoe	

breaking
blessing

someone	
getting	cut	
off	at	the	
open	bar

rearranging	
someone's	

silicone	cutlet	
boob	lifts	
inside	their	
bra	for	them

someone	
drunkenly	
confessing	
bisexuality	
to	you

women	
dancing	
to	"Single	
Ladies"

the	second	
wife	that	
everyone	

hates	is	cooler	
than	the	rest	
of	the	family

someone	
says	a	baby	
is	flirting	
with	them

passive-
aggressive	
guest	book	
signature

someone	
sitting	on	
the	floor	in	
the	women's	
bathroom

minute	4	of	
the	father-
daughter	
dance

mason	
jar



Bingo	Card	ID	029

Straight Wedding

women	
dancing	
to	"Single	
Ladies"

someone	
drunkenly	
confessing	
bisexuality	
to	you

burlap
"most	

important	
day	of	my	
life"

someone	
sitting	on	
the	floor	in	
the	women's	
bathroom

passive-
aggressive	
guest	book	
signature

mason	
jar

updo	with	
rhinestones

rearranging	
someone's	

silicone	cutlet	
boob	lifts	
inside	their	
bra	for	them

tiny	
bubbles

someone	
getting	cut	
off	at	the	
open	bar

someone	
crying	in	
the	

women's	
bathroom

"ball	
and	
chain"

The	
Casper	

Slide	Pt	2

bride	
overwhelmed	

by	
complicated	
pinterest	
project

"big	
day"

Bingo	Card	ID	030

Straight Wedding

women	
dancing	
to	"Single	
Ladies"

bride	
overwhelmed	

by	
complicated	
pinterest	
project

dry	
chicken

"big	
day"

blessing drunk	
aunt

tiny	
bubbles

someone	
sitting	on	
the	floor	in	
the	women's	
bathroom

rearranging	
someone's	

silicone	cutlet	
boob	lifts	
inside	their	
bra	for	them

minute	4	of	
the	father-
daughter	
dance

grumpy	
drunk	
grandma

any	
Maroon	
5	song

telling	people	
you’ll	see	them	
at	the	brunch	
tomorrow	to	
avoid	saying	
goodbye

burlap
older	
person	
asking	if	
you	have	a	
boyfriend

cis	het	man	
thinks	you're	
het	and/or	

single	because	
you're	alone


